John Watson School Curriculum

Embedding the Generalised
Pathway
Aims:
● Key aspects of the pathway
● Understanding generalisation
● Embedding

We are not reinventing
the wheel…

Key aspects of the pathway:
● Extending learning and developing new skills
● Increasing challenge and explicit teaching of more advanced skills
● SLICE ensuring these skills are used in and beyond the classroom

The Generalised Pathway Stages:
J - Links the Enhanced ‘S’ pathway to the Generalised pathway. It shows a
progression of skills, providing an increase in detailed criteria and challenge.
Elements taken from Pre-Key Stage standards (approx 4 and 5).
W - The pathway consolidates the skills from the ‘J’ pathway stage. Pupils
demonstrate an increase in understanding, independence and confidence of
application. Elements taken from Pre-Key Stage standards / Year 1 NC.
S - Pupils on this pathway stage will have a range of higher level of skills.
They are challenged to extend and consolidate these. It introduces more
complex and formal skills, used with confidence and deeper understanding.
Elements taken from Pre-Key Stage standards, Year 1 and 2 NC.

Explicit teaching with
scaffolding

Rehearsal and increased
independence

● Understanding generalisation

Use of skills with
confidence in school and
the wider community

Review

Do
Plan
● Embedding:
Plan: Link planning to SLICE, the Thematic, ILPs and data. Ensuring pupils on the Generalised
Pathway are challenged and have regular opportunities to use their skills, e.g. weekly cooking
Do: Explicit teaching of new skills from the Generalised Pathway, providing practical opportunities
to generalise skills in a range of contexts, e.g. cooking, outdoor learning, visits in local community
Review: Using data from end of the Phase, ILPs and RTRs, linking planning to explicit teaching and
practical opportunities to generalise skills - working as a KS team to plan and problem solve

And finally…

Summing up:

● Pupils on this pathway are likely to have a spiky profile. They continue to
require explicit teaching to challenge and extend their understanding.
● Generalisation is achieved through the embedded principles of SLICE, ensuring
pupils are prepared for life beyond JWS.
● We are embedding a curriculum that takes key elements we already use,
alongside an understanding of our students. This means we improve on our
pedagogy and practices in: The classroom; moderation; outcome setting.

